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Quantum states that possess negative conditional von Neumann entropy provide quantum advan-
tage in several protocols including superdense coding, state merging, distributed private randomness
distillation and one-way entanglement distillation. While entanglement is an important resource,
only a subset of entangled states have negative conditional von Neumann entropy. Despite this util-
ity, a proper resource theory for conditional von Neumann entropy has not been developed, unlike
that of entanglement. We pave the way for such a resource theory by characterizing the class of den-
sity matrices having non-negative conditional von Neumann entropy as convex and compact. This
allows us to prove the existence of a Hermitian operator (a witness) for the detection of states having
negative conditional entropy for bipartite systems in arbitrary dimensions. We show constructions
of this witness and explicate its utility in the detection of useful states in the above-mentioned
protocols. We provide a local decomposition of the witness and probe its implications in the context
of the uncertainty principle.
Introduction— Quantum resource theories [1] , i.e.,
identification of fungible properties of quantum states for
information processing tasks have garnered significant at-
tention in recent times. There have been important con-
tributions in the resource theory of entanglement [2], co-
herence [3], particleness [4], incompatibility of measure-
ments [5], and quantum reference frames and asymmetry
[6]. These resource theories seek to identify quantum
resources which can provide significant advantage over
classical resources in information processing tasks and
quantify this advantage. The resource theory of entan-
glement is the most prominent of them, as entanglement
is an indispensable resource for several information pro-
cessing tasks.
However, not all entangled states qualify to be a re-
source in some information processing tasks. For exam-
ple, under the standard teleportation scheme, only en-
tangled states whose fully entangled fraction is above a
threshold value are considered to be useful [7]. There-
fore, even within the set of entangled states one needs to
identify distinctive features from an operational perspec-
tive.
One such distinctive feature is given by conditional
von Neumann entropy, also known as the quantum con-
ditional entropy [8]. The quantum conditional entropy
for a quantum state ρAB is defined as
SA|B(ρAB) = S(ρAB)− S(ρB), (1)
where S(ρ) = −tr(ρ log ρ) is the von Neumann entropy
of the state. Unlike its classical counterpart, the condi-
tional entropy in the quantum realm can be negative [8]
and thus can be exploited for quantum information tasks
[8, 37]. The operational interpretation of the negativity
of conditional entropy has been provided in the context
of quantum state merging [9, 10], where negative condi-
tional entropy is an indication of resources for future com-
munication [9, 10]. Negativity of conditional entropy is a
crucial resource for several information processing tasks.
It determines quantum advantage in superdense coding
[11–13] and is a characteristic of states for which one-
way entanglement distillation is possible [16]. It causes a
reduction in the uncertainty in predicting the outcomes
of two incompatible measurements [14]. States that pos-
sess negative quantum conditional entropy maximise the
rates of distributed private randomness distillation [15].
While all states possessing negative quantum condi-
tional entropy are entangled, the converse is not true.
Hence, the resource theory of entanglement is insufficient
to characterize the quantum advantage due to negative
quantum conditional entropy. This fact, along with the
vast range of applications like those mentioned above
warrants that quantum conditional entropy has a re-
source theory of its own. To this end, in [18], we have
characterized states whose conditional entropy remains
non-negative even after the application of global unitary
operations. Quantum conditional entropy is also not a
direct observable, and this calls for practical methods to
detect states that possess negative quantum conditional
entropy.
In the resource theory of entanglement, one can iden-
tify entanglement through witness operators [19]. Wit-
ness operators are Hermitian, a property that makes
them useful in experimental implementations [19]. De-
tection of entangled states is made possible through the
fact that separable states form a convex and compact
set. This feature of separable states makes it possible
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2to invoke the Hahn-Banach theorem [20] for separation
through hyperplanes. Precisely, an entanglement witness
is a Hermitian operator EW with at least one negative
value such that, Tr(EWσs) ≥ 0 ∀ separable states σs and
Tr(EW ρe) < 0, for at least one entangled state ρe [19].
Similar detection procedures have also been laid down
for teleportation [7] and incompatibility of measurements
[21].
In this paper, we lay the foundations for the resource
theory of quantum conditional entropy by proving that
states having non-negative conditional entropy form a
convex and compact set. The hyperplane separation the-
orem thus allows for Hermitian operators which identify
a quantum state with negative conditional entropy. We
construct such operators (witnesses) for states with neg-
ative conditional entropy. Our proofs are valid for any
bipartite d ⊗ d system where d is arbitrary. We also
provide the decomposition of the operator in terms of
polarization vectors and spin matrices to facilitate ex-
perimental realization. We discuss the utility of our wit-
ness in the several information processing protocols such
as superdense coding, quantum state merging, private
randomness extraction and one way entanglement dis-
tillation and explore its implications on the uncertainty
principle.
In what follows below, the class of states with non-
negative conditional von Neumann entropy (CVENN)
is denoted by V(H) = {σAB |SA|B(σAB) ≥ 0}. A
schematic representation of the CVENN class of states
is shown in the Fig.1.
Characterization of CVENN— The CVENN class
possesses a very rich structure in terms of having the
property of convexity and compactness, which is brought
by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The CVENN class is convex and compact.
Proof: CVENN is convex— Let σ1, σ2 ∈ V(H), that
is, SA|B(σ1), SA|B(σ2) ≥ 0. Let σ = λσ1 + (1 − λ)σ2,
where λ ∈ [0, 1]. From the concavity of SA|B [22], we
have SA|B(σ) ≥ λSA|B(σ1)+(1−λ)SA|B(σ2). Therefore,
SA|B(σ) ≥ 0 and σ ∈ V(H), implying CVENN is convex.
CVENN is compact— By definition, we have
SA|B(σAB) ≥ 0. The value 0 is attained for several states,
for example, all pure separable states. From the subad-
ditivity of SA|B [22], we have S(σAB) ≤ S(σA) + S(σB),
implying SA|B(σAB) ≤ S(σA) ≤ log2d. This value is at-
tained at I/d2. Thus, the image set of CVENN under
SA|B is a closed set, i.e. SA|B (V(H)) = [0, log2d]. As
SA|B is a continuous function under trace norm [24, 25],
we conclude that CVENN is also closed [20]. CVENN is
bounded under trace norm as every density matrix has
a bounded spectrum. For our finite dimensional Hilbert
space, this implies that CVENN is compact.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of CVENN class: The outer
red class is the set of all Hermitian matrices with Trace
1. It extends beyond the figure as indicated by the dotted
lines. Within that is the class of density matrices. The pure
states (entangled or separable) lie farthest from the maximally
mixed state. The density matrix set is the set of all convex
combinations of pure state projectors – but since there are
infinite such projectors, it does not form a polytope, unlike
what it may seem like from the figure. Within the density
matrix space is the convex class of separable states. CVENN
is also a convex class and it contains the class of separable
states.
Witness to detect negativity of conditional von
Neumann entropy— Due to the Hahn-Banach theo-
rem, Theorem 1 implies that for every state with negative
conditional von Neumann entropy, there exists a Hermi-
tian operator that separates it from CVENN. To prove
a Hermitian operator W is a witness for CVENN, it is
sufficient to prove (i) ∃ρ /∈ V(H) | Tr(Wρ) < 0, and (ii)
∀σ ∈ V(H), T r(Wσ) ≥ 0.
Theorem 2 A witness for any state ρAB /∈ CVENN is
W = −log(ρAB) + I ⊗ log(ρB).
3Proof: W is Hermitian due to the Hermiticity of log(ρAB) and log(ρB). To prove (i), we have Tr(WρAB) =
SA|B(ρAB) < 0. To prove (ii), from the monotonicity of the relative entropy [22, 23], we have,
S(σB ||ρB) ≤ S(σAB ||ρAB)
=⇒ Tr(σBlogσB)− Tr(σBlogρB) ≤ Tr(σABlogσAB)− Tr(σABlogρAB)
=⇒ − Tr(σABlogρAB) + Tr(σBlogρB) ≥ SA|B(σAB) ≥ 0
=⇒ Tr(WσAB) ≥ 0
Hence, W is a witness operator. 
Note that the witness in Theorem 2 can only be
constructed for full-rank density matrices [27]. We
have also given an alternative prescription of a witness
exploiting geometrical considerations (See Supplemental
material). This geometric witness can be constructed for
all states and is optimal, on account of being tangential
to the CVENN class. We now discuss a few applications
of our main result.
Quantum State Merging— Let us start with a scenario
where an unknown quantum state ρAB is shared between
two systems A and B. It is important to ask how much
quantum communication is needed from A to transfer the
full information of the state to B. This process of merg-
ing the missing information from one system to another
is called state merging [9, 10]. We have seen that the
quantification of this process is given by the conditional
entropy SA|B(ρ) (if it is from A to B) of the system. In
principle, the value of this entropy can be positive, nega-
tive, or 0. If it is positive, it means that sender needs to
communicate this number of quantum bits to the receiver
and if it is 0, there is no need for such communication.
However, the most interesting part is when it is negative.
In this case the sender and receiver gain corresponding
potential for future quantum communications between
them.
Let us consider the Werner state [26] ρWer =
0.99|φ+〉〈φ+| + 0.01 I4 shared between the two parties
Alice and Bob. According to the prescription in The-
orem 2 we construct a Hermitian operator WWer =
−log(ρWer) + I ⊗ log(ρWerB ) which is given by
WWer =

a 0 0 c
0 b 0 0
0 0 b 0
c 0 0 a
 , (2)
where a = 2.3063, b = 5.2983 and c = −2.9920. We thus
obtain
Tr(WWerρWer) = −0.6407. (3)
We observe that the witness gives us a negative value,
indicating that if ρWer were shared between two parties
FIG. 2. The x axis is p, the Werner mixing parameter, and
refers to two dimensional states of the form ρ = p|φ+〉〈φ+|+
(1 − p) I
d2
. The red line represents the value of Tr(Wρ) and
the blue line represents conditional entropy. Notice that the
witness gives a positive value whenever the conditional von
Neumann Entropy is positive.
and had to be merged, there would remain resources be-
tween the parties even after completion of the merging
process, which could be used for future quantum commu-
nication. The action of this witness on the Werner class
of states is depicted in Fig. 2.
Decomposition of witness— For implementation in
a laboratory, it is important that the witness is decom-
posed in terms of local observables [19]. If we consider the
witness (2), then we obtain the decomposition in terms
of Pauli matrices given by
WWer =
a+ b
2
I⊗I+a− b
2
Z⊗Z+ c
2
X⊗X− c
2
Y ⊗Y. (4)
For example if we have polarized photons, one may take
|H〉 = |0〉, |V 〉 = |1〉, |D〉 = |H〉+|V 〉√
2
, |F 〉 = |H〉−|V 〉√
2
,
|L〉 = |H〉+i|V 〉√
2
, |R〉 = |H〉−i|V 〉√
2
. Using this basis, the
witness can be decomposed as follows:
4WWer = a
(|HH〉〈HH|+ |V V 〉〈V V |)
+b
(|V H〉〈V H|+ |HV 〉〈HV |)
+c
(|DD〉〈DD|+ |FF 〉〈FF |
−|RR〉〈RR| − |LL〉〈LL|).
(5)
However, note that since witnesses are not universal, it
fails to detect states p ≈ 0.75 to p ≈ 0.85, although these
states have negative conditional von Neumann entropy.
Superdense Coding— In superdense coding, if Alice
and Bob share an entangled state, then by sending
a qudit she can enhance the classical communication
capacity. The superdense coding capacity for a mixed
state ρAB in is given by [12]
CAB = max{log2d, log2d+ S(ρB)− S(ρAB)}. (6)
Here, CAB is the amount of classical information that
can be sent from A to B using a quantum resource.
Note that when the conditional von Neumann entropy
is negative we can use the shared state to transfer clas-
sical communication greater than the classical limit of
log2 d bits. We call this as the quantum advantage over
what we can achieve classically. Therefore, states with
negative conditional von Neumann entropy give quantum
advantage while performing superdense coding and our
result will be useful in detecting such states. In addition,
the dense coding capacity also obeys the exclusion prin-
ciple in the case of multipartite systems and the negative
conditional entropy plays an important role there [13].
The above discussion is exemplified by the illustration
below:
Isotropic states of dimensionality d are states of the
form:
ρIso = α|Φ+〉〈Φ+|+ (1− α) I
d2
, (7)
where |Φ+〉 is a maximally entangled state of two qubits:
|Φ+〉 = 1√
d
d∑
i=1
|i〉 ⊗ |i〉,
α ∈
[
− 1
d2 − 1 , 1
]
.
(8)
The witness for such states is given by:
WIso = −log(ρIso) + I ⊗ log(ρIsoB )
= −log(ρIso) + I ⊗ log
(
I
d
)
= −log(ρIso)− log(d).I.
(9)
Here, we take an example of a 3 × 3 system. We
construct the witness using the following state ρiso =
0.8|φ+〉〈φ+|+ 0.2 I9 .
FIG. 3. The x axis is α, the isotropic mixing parameter, and
refers to three dimensional states of the form ρ = α|φ+〉〈φ+|+
(1 − α) I
d2
. The red line represents the value of Tr(Wρ) and
the blue line represents conditional entropy. Notice that the
witness gives a positive value whenever the Conditional von
Neumann Entropy is positive.
The witness is given by
WIso = a
(|00〉〈00|+ |11〉〈11|+ |22〉〈22|)
+ b
(|01〉〈01|+ |02〉〈02|+ |10〉〈10|
+ |12〉〈12|+ |20〉〈20|+ |21〉〈21|)
+ c
(|00〉〈11|+ |00〉〈22|+ |11〉〈00|
+ |11〉〈22|+ |22〉〈00|+ |22〉〈11|),
(10)
where a = 2.1704, b = 3.9069 and c = −1.7365.
We test the witness against ρiso and notice that it is
negative as expected, indicating its utility in superdense
coding.
Tr(WIsoρIso) = −0.3764. (11)
The witness does not give a negative value for all matri-
ces with negative conditional entropy. Consider the state
ρt = 0.715|φ+〉〈φ+| + 0.285 I9 which has negative condi-
tional entropy. However, the witness above (formed from
the state ρIso) gives a positive value:
Tr(Wρt) = 0.0172. (12)
The behaviour of the above witness is shown in Fig. 3
The witness can be used to detect negative conditional
entropy in a lab through the decomposition in terms of
Gell Mann matrices, which are:
5I =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , λ1 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ2 =
0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0

λ3 =
1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 , λ4 =
0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 , λ5 =
0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0

λ6 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , λ7 =
0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , λ8 = 1√
3
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2
 .
(13)
The above witness W can easily be decomposed into
the Gell-Mann basis, and is infact diagonal in the basis:
W = −aλ1 ⊗ λ1 + aλ2 ⊗ λ2 − aλ3 ⊗ λ3
−aλ4 ⊗ λ4 + aλ5 ⊗ λ5 − aλ6 ⊗ λ6
+aλ7 ⊗ λ7 − aλ8 ⊗ λ8 + bI3 ⊗ I3,
(14)
where a = 0.86825 and b = 3.3281. This facilitates the
identification of negativity of conditional entropy in the
lab.
Uncertainty Relations— The entropic uncertainty re-
lation [14] for two incompatible measurements X and Y
performed on a quantum state is given by [17]
H(X) +H(Y ) ≥ log2 1
c
. (15)
Here, H(X) andH(Y ) denote the Shannon entropy of the
outcomes of measurement X and Y , respectively when
performed on any quantum state. c = maxi,j |〈xi|yj〉|2
where |xi〉, |yj〉 are eigenvectors of X and Y , respectively.
The operational interpretation of Eq. 15 is as follows:
Alice and Bob agree on two measurements X and Y .
Bob prepares a state and sends it to Alice who measures,
according to her choice, X or Y and reveals the outcome.
Bob’s aim is to prepare the initial state such that he
reduces the uncertainty about the outcome revealed by
Alice. By Eq. 15, whatever state Bob prepares, H(X) +
H(Y ) will be at least log2
1
c .
However, note that if Bob has access to quantum mem-
ory, he can prepare a state that is maximally entangled
with the memory and send it to Alice, then apply the
same measurement that Alice picks on his own mem-
ory, and can guess Alice’s outcome with full certainty.
Hence, the above inequality does not hold in the pres-
ence of quantum memory. A new uncertainty relation
taking into consideration quantum memory [17] is the
following:
HA(X|B) +HA(Y |B) ≥ log2 1
c
+ SA|B(ρAB), (16)
where ρAB is the combined state of Bob’s quantum
memory and the subsystem he sends to Alice. HA(X|B)
and HA(Y |B) are the entropies of measurements X and
FIG. 4. The inner set (green) represents CVENN — the set of
states that give no advantage with quantum memory over the
original scenario. Beyond it are the set of states (red) that do
give an advantage, but still have a degree of uncertainty. And
beyond those (purple) are the states with SA|B(ρAB) ≤ log2c.
If Bob prepares any state in the purple region, he can guess
the outcome of Alice’s measurement with full certainty for a
given measurement set X and Y.
Y when performed on the A subsystem of ρAB in the
presence of quantum memory B and are calculated as
shown in [17].
Here we notice that whenever SA|B(ρAB) is negative,
by Eq. 16, Bob’s prepared state beats the original uncer-
tainty bound of Eq. 15. In other words, by our charac-
terization of CVENN, we make it possible to experimen-
tally witness states that have the ability to utilize the
available quantum memory in reducing the uncertainty
of measurement outcomes. Among these states, are the
states with SA|B(ρAB) ≤ log2c, for which the uncertainty
bound becomes trivial: HA(X|B) + HA(Y |B) ≥ 0 (Bob
guesses Alice’s state with full certainty). Fig. 4 depicts
this classification of states for a given measurement set
X and Y .
Distributed Private Randomness Distillation— The in-
herent probabilistic nature of quantum measurement out-
comes provides a natural arena for generation of ran-
domness [35]. The generated randomness is considered
private if it is completely unpredictable in advance [15].
For example, measurement of the |+〉 state in the compu-
tational basis is private as a pure state is not correlated
with any other state, including one with a possible eaves-
dropper. However, this may not always be the case. In
[35], the problem of extracting randomness from a state
6where part of the state is in the possession of the Eaves-
dropper is considered. That is, a single party Alice and
an eavesdropper Eve share a mixed state ρAE and Alice
extracts as much randomness as possible private from
Eve.
In [15], a distributed setting of the above problem is
considered: two parties Alice and Bob, trust each other
and share a state ρAB and Eve possesses the purification
of the state. In the same paper, the following question
is asked: what is the maximum rate of randomness, that
Alice and Bob (RA and RB respectively) can extract pri-
vate from Eve?
In the case that Alice and Bob cannot communi-
cate with each other and can only perform local uni-
tary operations, while each having access to free noise
(maximally mixed states), the bound turns out to be:
RA ≤ log|A| − SA|B(ρAB), RB ≤ log|B| − SB|A(ρAB)
and RA +RB ≤ RG where RG = log|AB| − S(ρAB) and
|X| is the dimensionality of the quantum system X.
Our result shows that we can detect states with a nega-
tive conditional von Neumann entropy, and this in prin-
ciple helps us characterize states ρAB that have rates
RA > log|A| and RB > log|B|, respectively.
Alice and Bob can use the witness provided by us to
find if it is possible to extract randomness beyond these
bounds with the state they share. For a two qubit system,
we have provided a local decomposition of the witness to
accomplish this (4). Note that classical communication
is necessary only for this verification purpose and is not
required during the randomness extraction.
One Way Entanglement Distillation—
Entanglement distillation is the process of transfor-
mation of N copies of an arbitrary entangled state ρAB
into some number of approximately pure EPR pairs, us-
ing only local operations and classical communication
(LOCC) at optimal rates [36]. In one-way entanglement
distillation, the goal is also to transform a given shared
state into maximally entangled states, albeit in an asym-
metric setting as described in [16]. Here, the one-way
(or forward) entanglement capacity of ρAB , which is the
maximal achievable rate of entanglement distillation, is
given by the Hashing inequality [16]:
D→(ρ) ≥ −SA|B(ρ)
Therefore, all states lying outside CVENN give a pos-
itive entanglement distillation capacity and are detected
by our witness.
Conclusion— Unlike the classical world, in the quan-
tum world conditional entropy for a composite system
can be both positive and negative. In quantum infor-
mation, conditional von Neumann entropy plays an im-
portant role in a wide variety of tasks that range from
superdense coding, state merging, uncertainty relations
with quantum memory, one way entanglement distilla-
tion to private randomness extraction. However, a proper
characterization of the resource in bipartite scenario was
lacking till now.
In the present letter, we prove that the states hav-
ing non-negative conditional entropy form a convex and
compact set. This allows for the construction of Her-
mitian operators to witness states with negative condi-
tional entropy. We have provided a prescription for the
construction of the witness and exemplified its action on
certain states. This underscores the utility of our pre-
scription pertaining to informational tasks. Decomposi-
tion of the witness in terms of local observables further
facilitates practical implementation. The present work
also raises some pertinent questions for future research.
An extension of the work in multipartite systems is a
significant area to probe upon. In the future, developing
the resource theory of conditional von Neumann entropy,
including characterizing the class of free operations for
CVENN is another immediate area of research. Our re-
sults provide the first step and will spark further research
in answering these questions.
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Geometric Witness for CVENN: A witness oper-
ator for a given set S is defined as a Hermitian oper-
ator W with atleast one negative eigenvalue such that
(i) Tr(Wσ) ≥ 0 ∀ σ ∈ S and (ii) ∃ ρ /∈ S such that
Tr(Wρ) < 0.
We show that an operator constructed in the same
fashion as one that witnesses entangled states from the
class of separable states([1], [2], [3]) in fact acts as a
witness for all convex and compact sets, and thus also
for CVENN. In the proof that follows, ‖.‖ refers to
the Frobenius norm and 〈A,B〉 = Tr(A†B). We have
‖A‖ =
√
〈A†, A〉
Theorem 1 Geometrically, a witness operator Wn sep-
arating state ρs from any convex and compact set S is
given by,
Wg =
Tr(σcρs − σ2c )I + σc − ρs√
Tr(σc − ρs)2
,
where
σc = arg min
σ
||ρs − σ|| ∀ σ ∈ S.
Since CVENN is convex and compact, it follows that
Wg acts as a witness for CVENN.
Proof: To find a witness operator Wg separating a
state ρs from CVENN, given that σc is the closest
CVENN state to ρs, we proceed as follows: We consider
a function F (χ) = 〈χ−σc, σc−ρs〉 defined for all density
matrices χ. We show that (i) ∀ σ ∈ S, F (σ) ≥ 0 and (ii)
∃ ρ /∈ S such that F (ρ) < 0. We then find the Wg such
that Tr(Wgχ) = F (χ) ∀ χ, and thus find the witness Wg.
(i) To prove that the F (σ) is non-negative for all σ ∈ S,
we assume otherwise:
∃σ′ ∈ S | 〈σ′ − σc, σc − ρs〉 < 0. (1)
Within this assumption, we consider two cases. Intu-
itively, these two cases correspond to having an (i) obtuse
or right angle between σc−σ′ and ρs−σ′ and having an
(ii) acute angle between them as shown in Fig (1) and
Fig(2).
Case 1: 〈ρs − σ′, σc − σ′〉 ≤ 0. Here, we show that σ′
is closer to ρs than σc, hence leading to a contradiction.
Consider the expression,
〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc〉 − 〈ρs − σ′, ρs − σ′〉, (2)
which can be rewritten as follows:
〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc〉 − 〈ρs − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc〉 − 〈ρs − σ′ + σc − σc, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc〉 − 〈ρs − σc, ρs − σ′〉 − 〈σc − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc − ρs + σ′〉 − 〈σc − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σc, σ′ − σc〉 − 〈σc − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σc + σ′ − σ′, σ′ − σc〉 − 〈σc − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈ρs − σ′, σ′ − σc〉+ 〈σ′ − σc, σ′ − σc〉 − 〈σc − σ′, ρs − σ′〉
=〈σ′ − σc, σ′ − σc〉 − 2〈ρs − σ′, σc − σ′〉.
(3)
We know that σ′ 6= σc, as that would make the initial
assumption 1 untrue. Hence, the first term is always
positive by definition of inner product and the second
term is non-positive by the assumption in Case 1.
Hence, we have 〈ρs−σc, ρs−σc〉−〈ρs−σ′, ρs−σ′〉 > 0
or
√〈ρs − σc, ρs − σc〉 >√〈ρs − σ′, ρs − σ′〉.
Therefore, ||ρs − σc|| > ||ρs − σ′||, which is a contra-
diction.
Case 2: 〈ρs−σ′, σc−σ′〉 > 0. Here, we show that there
will exist a point σ′′ such that 〈ρs − σ′′, σc − σ′′〉 = 0.
Thus, Case 1 is satisfied and following the argument
present there, σ′′ will be closer to ρs than σc, and a con-
tradiction is attained.
Since, σ′ ∈ S and σc ∈ S, by the convexity of the set
S, we have:
∀λ ∈ [0, 1], λσc + (1− λ)σ′ ∈ S. (4)
Consider λ′ = 〈σ
′−ρs,σ′−σc〉
〈σ′−σc,σ′−σc〉 . By the assumption in
Case 2, the numerator is positive, and by the definition
of inner product, the denominator is positive. There-
fore λ′ > 0. We also have λ′ = 〈σ
′−σc+σc−ρs,σ′−σc〉
〈σ′−σc,σ′−σc〉 =
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2FIG. 1. Case 1: Corresponds to angle at σ′ being obtuse.
FIG. 2. Case 2: Corresponds to the angle at σ′′ being acute.
1− 〈σ′−σc,ρs−σc〉〈σ′−σc,σ′−σc〉 , and by the initial contradiction assump-
tion, the second term is positive, hence λ′ < 1.
Therefore, λ′ ∈ (0, 1). Consider a state σ′′ = λ′σc +
(1 − λ′)σ′. Notice that this point belongs to the set S
and 〈ρs − σ′′, σc − σ′′〉 = 0, therefore satisfying Case 1.
Thus both cases lead to a contradiction rendering the
initial assumption untrue and all points σ in S satisfy
〈σ − σc, σc − ρs〉 ≥ 0.
(ii) To show that ∃ρ /∈ S | F (ρ) < 0, we consider the
point ρs itself, which we wish to separate. It is easy to
see that F (ρs) gives a negative value:
〈ρs − σc, σc − ρs〉 = −||ρs − σc||2 < 0. (5)
We now find the witness operator Wg such that
Tr(Wgχ) = 〈χ−σc, σc−ρs〉 = Tr((χ−σc)(σc−ρs)). On
solving the above, Wg = Tr(σcρs − σ2c )I + σc − ρs. On
normalising, we get Wg as mentioned in Theorem 1.

Now, it remains that we find σc, the closest CVENN
state to ρs. Note that trace distance ||ρs−σ|| is a convex
function in σ for a fixed ρs, and it needs to be opti-
FIG. 3. Variation of conditional von Neumann entropy and
the value of Tr(Wρ) with the mixing parameter p. The x
axis is p, the Werner mixing parameter, and refers to two
dimensional states of the form ρ = p|φ+〉〈φ+| + (1 − p) I
d2
.
The red line represents the value of Tr(Wρ) where W here is
the geometric witness and the blue line represents conditional
entropy.
mised over all σ ∈ CVENN, a convex set. Also, unlike
the entanglement problem, the conditional von Neumann
entropy expression can be evaluated for any given dimen-
sion at any state, and membership in CVENN can be
tested. Thus, this is a convex optimization problem and
there exist several solvers to tackle this. We use MAT-
LAB’s CVX solver [5],[4], a package for specifying and
solving convex programs and a few quantum function li-
braries [7],[6] to find the closest CVENN state for several
2-qubit and 3-qubit states.
Example: Werner Class of States In the 2 × 2
dimensional space, consider the Bell state |φ+〉〈φ+|. We
find that the closest CVENN state to this state is the
following: 
0.4369 0 0 0.3738
0 0.0631 0 0
0 0 0.0631 0
0.3738 0 0 0.4369

We note that this is the state where the Werner line
p|φ+〉〈φ+|+(1−p) I4 intersects the CVENN class. There-
fore, this state at p ≈ 0.7476 is the closest CVENN state
for all states with negative conditional entropy that lie on
the the given Werner line. Hence the witness created us-
ing this state witnesses all negative conditional von Neu-
mann entropy states of the form p|φ+〉〈φ+| + (1 − p) I4
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
Applying Theorem 1, we find the witness to this state
is:
W =

a 0 0 c
0 b 0 0
0 0 b 0
c 0 0 a

3where a = 0.3588, b = 0.9361 and c = −0.5774. To check
that this operator indeed acts as a witness, consider the
state ρw = 0.75|φ+〉〈φ+|+0.25 I4 which lies on the Werner
line just outside CVENN.
Tr(Wρw) = −0.0021
which is a negative value as it is outside the class, as ex-
pected. Fig 3 shows the variation of Tr(Wρ) with mixing
parameter p, as well as the corresponding conditional von
Neumann entropy.
The witness operator W can readily be decomposed in
the form of Pauli matrices as follows and be implemented
in the laboratory for measurement:
W =
a+ b
2
I ⊗ I + a− b
2
Z ⊗ Z + c
2
X ⊗X − c
2
Y ⊗ Y
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